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Managing data
LIMS implementation in drug discovery
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LIMS is less than half of the battle;
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It is estimated that it takes approximately $1.25 billion1 and more than 10 years for the drug discovery
and development process to be completed and a new drug to be brought to market. During all of this
long process, from pre-clinical testing to product development and approval from the FDA (Federal Drug
Administration), a wealth of data from a wide variety of bioinformatic tools are collected, integrated and
analysed in order to lead to the next big discovery. This is why there are many analysts who believe that
an effective Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) to collect and manage laboratory data
can save millions of dollars from the overall associated costs.

Meeting user needs, though, is
not an easy task and it can be made

or a storage system. This is mainly

The most encouraging factor

because a LIMS is not intended to

towards the development of a home-

as vague or evolving requirements,

take the place of instrument analytical

grown solution is that the system can

limited developer’s skills, developer

more difficult by many factors, such

software and bioinformatic systems.

LIMS types
A LIMS can vary from self-built
to bought, and from applicationspecific to generic, the suitability
of each depending on the particular
application it is intended to serve.
When deciding whether to buy a
LIMS or develop it in-house, there
are many important factors to consider, apart from total development
or buying costs: time to market, inte-
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The benefits offered
by LIMS
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Decisions are made at critical points
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Indeed, the amount of validation
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Application-specific or vertical

figuration of the system in question. The closer the system is to the

The major downside of a generic
LIMS is that it often uses modules

The benefits of LIMS in the case of
research and discovery environments
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are significant: equipment integra-

an integrated approach, informa-

ware solution to meet the needs of

tion, reagent, inventory management,

tion management solutions need to

every laboratory, a LIMS holds a

automation, high-throughput data

be open, flexible and able commu-

critical role in storing, organizing

management, data organization,

nicate with these other applications.

and managing data.

collaboration and data security.

Communication is accomplished

Workshop
environments
Workshops are intended to promote

A LIMS is either built in-house

through an import/export file

or bought from long-established

transfer protocol, application

LIMS vendors depending on the

programming interfaces (APIs) or

specific application they are des-

other services type architecture.

tined to serve. In addition, a LIMS

There are certain web services

can be application-specific,

that have led specific LIMS func-

designed for a particular labora-

tion process of a LIMS, thereby

tionality, such as sample login,

tory niche and workflow, whereas

resulting in prototypes, which can

update and reporting, to become

other systems are more generic in

be used in the final implementation

more secure and easier than ever

nature and designed to be config-

stages. This greater involvement of

before. Reporting is now allowed

ured and/or customized to meet

clients during the implementation

to gather data horizontally across

varying laboratory needs.

of an information management

disparate databases and datasets.

solution has been triggered by the

By allowing the integration of web

ments and research and discovery

increasing trend towards an intu-

services, functionality can be

laboratories have much to gain

itive and configurable software

embedded into the customer’s own

from storing and managing labora-

design. Integrated groups of IT

existing web architecture. Clients

tory data within a LIMS. Increased

experts and scientists work in a

now have the choice to integrate

focus on out-of-the-box function-

workshop environment to make the

common user functionality in a

ality and intuitive applications

best use of standard LIMS function-

zero-footprint architecture with-

allows systems to be implemented

ality, keeping the configuration as

out abandoning the previous

with integrated groups of IT

simple and minimal as possible.

client–server applications and hav-

experts and scientists in a work-

ing to create a new web client with

shop environment. The end result

proprietary Java functionality.

is a consistent solution integrating

system, a LIMS is easily configurable
by researchers with only limited

Quality-assurance environ-

all of the data collected across the

Summary

drug discovery process.

more routine LIMS administration

Drug discovery and development
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user involvement in the configura-
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